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Chaff - Wikipedia Chaff - Grain chaff. In grasses (including cereals such as rice, barley, oats, and wheat), the ripe seed is surrounded by thin, dry, scaly bracts (called
glumes, lemmas and paleas), forming a dry husk (or hull) around the grain. Chaff - definition of chaff by The Free Dictionary chaff 1 (chÄƒf) n. 1. Botany Thin dry
bracts or scales, especially: a. The dry bracts enclosing mature grains of wheat and some other cereal grasses, removed during. Chaff (countermeasure) - Wikipedia
Modern US Navy RR-144 (top) and RR-129 (bottom) chaff countermeasures and containers. Note how the strips of the RR-129 chaff (bottom) are of different
widths, while those of the RR-144 (top) are all the same width. The RR-144 is designed to prevent interference with civil ATC radar systems.

chaff | Definition of chaff in English by Oxford Dictionaries Definition of chaff - the husks of corn or other seed separated by winnowing or threshing., worthless
things; rubbish, strips of metal foil released in. Chaff - Idioms by The Free Dictionary separate the wheat from the chaff To separate the good or valuable from that
which is inferior. With so many manuscripts arriving daily, it's a challenge to separate. Chaff | Define Chaff at Dictionary.com Chaff definition, the husks of grains
and grasses that are separated during threshing. See more.

Separate the wheat from the chaff - Idioms by The Free ... If you separate the wheat from the chaff or separate the grain from the chaff, you decide which things or
people in a group are good or necessary, and which are not. The first two rounds of the contest separate the wheat from the chaff. Judges should not forget that when
you separate the wheat from the chaff, you should try to keep the wheat. Why Feed Chaff to Horses? â€“ Horsehage - The original dust ... Chaff is quite simply dried
forage that has been cut into small pieces, in contrast to the long grass stems in hay and haylage. There are many different types of chaff and chaff mixes on the
market today, such as chopped hay, alfalfa, dried grass and straw, or mixes of one or all of these. Chaff Definition and Meaning - Bible Dictionary What is Chaff?
Definition and meaning:CHAFF chaf: Four different words have been translated 'chaff' in the Old Testament: (1) mots, is found in.

CHAFF â€” French Restaurant in Brussel CHAFF is a french restaurant located in Brussel. Discover our brunch and our menuâ€¦ Vegetarian friendly - Vegan options
- Free WiFi - Online reservation.
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